New Adjustable Trim Clip from Armstrong Ceilings Makes Floating Ceiling Clouds More Seamless

LANCASTER, Pa. – Armstrong Ceiling Solutions has introduced the Adjustable Trim Clip (ATC), a new T-bar connector clip that attaches standard Armstrong® trim and transition profiles to the T-bar suspension system members of almost any Armstrong specialty ceiling including MetalWorks™ and WoodWorks® ceilings. This provides a more seamless, custom-looking solution when installing cloud-like ceilings in exposed structure spaces.

Current standard T-bar connection clips limit the depth of the ceiling panel to less than a 3/8” drop from the grid flange to the lower reveal face of the trim. The new ATC clip has an adjustable range of 0” to 3-3/4” in 1/8” increments to accommodate almost all Armstrong MetalWorks and WoodWorks panels and planks. The adjustable feature of the clip allows for an easy integration of standard trims and transitions with specialty ceilings.
Compatible with Standard Aluminum Trim

The ATC clip is compatible with all standard Armstrong Axiom®, MetalWorks, and WoodWorks aluminum trim. Seismic tested and approved, it allows more design freedom by eliminating the lead time and complications of determining the correct specialty clip or custom solution for discontinuous or floating metal or wood ceiling installations.

For additional information on the new Armstrong Adjustable Trim Clip, visit armstrongceilings.com/atc.

About Armstrong World Industries
Armstrong World Industries, Inc. (AWI) is a global leader in the design and manufacture of innovative commercial and residential ceiling, wall, and suspension system solutions. For more information, visit www.armstrongceilings.com.
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